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RATIONALS WITH EXOTIC CONVERGENCES 
ROMAN FRIC 
We study properties of rational numbers equipped with various sequential 
and filter convergence structures coarser than the usual metric convergence. In 
particular, we show that rational numbers can be equipped with both sequential 
and filter convergence structures compatible with a given algebraic structure 
(group, ring, vector structure over Q) such that no two rational numbers can be 
separated by disjoint neighbourhoods. Consequently, all continuous mappings 
of the resulting space are constant. After proving the "sequential" results 
directly, the corresponding "filter" results will follow immediately by applying 
the coarse first countable filter modification functor, recently introduced by 
R. Bea t t i e and H.-P. Bu tzmann . 
1. Introduction 
Background information about sequential convergence groups and rings can 
be found in [15], [12], [18] and [4]. Coarse sequential convergence groups (coarse 
means that there is no strictly coarser sequential group convergence for the 
group in question) are studied in [8], [5] and [6]. Observe that different authors 
use different notation and different axioms of convergence. Fortunately, if we 
work with convergences with unique limits and satisfying the Urysohn axiom (as 
it is done throughout this paper), then no confusion can arise. 
As a rule, R, Q, Z and N, denote the real numbers, rational numbers, integers 
and natural numbers (positive integers), respectively, MON denotes the strictly 
monotone mappings of N into N and if 5 = (S(n)} e ! N is a sequence of points 
of Xand seMON, then S°s = (S(s(ri))y denotes the subsequence of S, the n-th 
term of which is (Sos)(n) = S(s(n)). Recall that, for a convergence £, a set U 
is a neighbourhood of a point x if S is almost contained in U whenever (5, x) e £. 
Consider the field Q of all rational numbers equipped with the usual metric 
sequential convergence SCR. It is a sequential (i.e. FLUSH-) convergence group 
(recall that L stands for the compatibility of the convergence with the group 
structure and H for the uniqueness of limits) and since 2R is also compatible with 
the ring and vector structure over the scalar field Q, it can be studied as a 
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sequential convergence ring and a sequential convergence vector space over Q. 
According to [8], 501 can be enlarged to a coarse sequential group convergence 
for Q. Let © be a coarse sequential group convergence for Q coarser than 5R. 
As proved in [6], Q equipped with © is a complete group (each Cauchy sequence 
converges) no two points of which can be separated by disjoint neighbourhoods. 
Further (cf. [8]), © satisfies the following coarseness criterion: 
(C) For each Sequence SeQ
N either 
(CI) For Some 8eMON we have (SoS, 0)e©; 
or 
(C2) There are keN, Z ( / )GZ, s(/)eMON, 
/ = 1, ..., k, and x ^ 0 Such that 
X z ( / ) 5 o 5 ( 0 , x j e ® . 
holdS true. 
Proposition 1. Let (T, 0)e© andyeQ. Then.((y} T, 0)e©. 
Proof. Suppose that, on the contrary, «y> T9 0)<£©. Then 0 ^ y =P/q, 
where PeZ, qeN, p # 0 / q. Since © satisfies the Urysohn axiom, there exists 
/ G M O N such that for each seMON ve have «y> To to,?, 0)<£©. It follows 
from (C) that there are fceN, Z( / )GZ, 8(/)eMON, i = 1, ..., k, and x i=- 0 such 
that ( £ z(i)(p>TotoS(i), qx)e®. But qx # 0 contradicts (7, 0 ) G ® . This 
completes the proof. 
2. Q equipped with a coarse ring convergence 
Since 9CR is also compatible with the multiplication in Q, Q equipped with 9M 
is a sequential convergence ring. As usual, using the Kuratowski — Zorn lemma, 
it can be shown that 901 can be enlarged to a coarse sequential ring convergence 
(with unique limits) for Q. Let 9? be a coarse sequential ring convergence for Q 
such that m cz « . For SeQ N define jr(S) c QN as follows: TeJT(S) iff either 
(T, 0) e 5R or T is of the form <x> S o,?, where x e Q and s e MON. A straightfor-
ward calculation shows that 9t satisfies the following coarseness criterion: 
(CR) For each S G Q N either 
(CR\) For Some sGMON we have (Sos, 0 ) G 9 1 ; 
or 
(CI?2) There are rGQ, r ^ 0, /, ik(/)eN, 
r(/ , / )G^(S) ,J= l , . . . , /, / = i , . . . , k<j), 
such that 
<r> = t T0\ 1 ) . - T(j, k(j)) holds true. 
7 = 1 
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We shall prove that Q equipped with 9? has some exotic properties. 
Proposition 1. Let S be a Cauchy sequence in Q equipped with 9t. Then S is a 
bounded sequence. 
P r o o f. \{ (T, 0) e 91, then T is bounded. Indeed, otherwise for some t e MON 
we would have ((To t)-\ 0)e9Jl cz 91, a contradiction with (To r)(To r)"1 = 
= (\>. Since (S o s — S o t, 0)e9l for each 8, re MON, we easily infer that S is 
a bounded sequence. 
Proposition 3. Let y e R\Q be an algebraic number over Q and let S be a 
sequence of rational numbers converging in the real line to y. Then for each reQ 
and each seMON we have (Sos, r)£9?. 
Proof. Let P(x) = a(n)xn + ... + a(\)x + a(0) be a polynomial over Q 
with the smallest possible degree n such that P(y) = 0. Suppose that, on the 
contrary, for some reQ and seMON we have (So 8, r)e9{. Then ( £ a(i)x 
x(SoS)\ £ fl(0H
eW- S i n c e ( Z a(i)(SoSy9 o)em c % we have P(r) = 0. 
/ = 0 / \ / = 0 / 
Dividing P(x) by x — r we get a polynomial -P'(*) over Q such that P'(y) = 0 
and the degree of P'(x) is less than n. This is a contradiction. 
Corollary 1. Q equipped with 9? ls no/ complete. 
Proposition 4. m # 9?. 
Proof. Contrariwise, suppose that 3R = 9t. To arrive at a contradiction it 
suffices to find a sequence 5eQ N which does not satisfy (CR). Let S be a 
sequence of rational numbers converging in the real line to a transcendental 
number ye R\Q. Since S cannot satisfy (Ci?l), it satisfies (CR2). From <r> = 
/ 
= Y T(j\ 1)... T(j\ k(j)) it follows that there is a polynomial P(x) = a(n)xn + 
+ ... + a ( l )x + a(0) over Q, a(n) # 0, n > 0, such that ^ TO', 1)... -T(/, k(/)) 
j=i 
converges in the real line to P(y) = reQ. This contradicts the fact that y is a 
transcendental number. 
Proposition 5. Let (T, x) e 9?\9K. Then there are t e MON and a transcendental 
number y such that To t converges in the real line to y. 
Proof. According to Proposition 2, T is a bounded sequence. Then there 
exists t eMON such that To t converges in the real line to yeR\Q. It follows 
from Proposition 3 that y is a transcendental number. 
Proposition 6. In Q equipped with 9? no two points can be separated by disjoint 
neighbourhoods. 
Proof. It follows from Proposition 4 and Proposition 5 that there are a 
sequence TeQN , xeQ and a transcendental number y such that (T, x)e9t 
and T converges in the real line to y. Put S = T — <x>. Then (S, 0)e 91 and S 
converges in the real line to y — x ^ 0. For each zeZ and each fceNwe have 
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«z/k> 5, 0)e9?. For each reQ we can choose Z G Z and keN such that the 
sequence <z/k> S is almost contained in the neighbourhood of r. The assertion 
follows immediately. 
Via an example, it is shown in [4] that in a commutative sequential conver-
gence ring (with identity) the product of a sequence converging to zero and a 
Cauchy sequence need not converge to zero. Consequently, not every com-
mutative sequential convergence ring has a completion. Another such example 
is provided by Q equipped with 9?. 
Proposition 7. Let (F, 0)e9t\9W. Then there is /eMON such that (Tot)~] is 
an W-Cauchy sequence. 
Proof. The assertion follows immediately from Proposition 5. 
Corollary 2. Q equipped with 9? cannot be embedded into a complete sequential 
convergence ring. 
3. Convergence vector spaces over Q 
By a scalar field F we understand either Q or R and by 9? we denote the usual 
metric convergence of sequences in F. 
Definition. Let X be a vector space over the scalar field F. Let £ be a sequential 
group convergence for X such that the following conditions are satisfied: 
(Lv\) 7f«r(n)>, r)eW andxeX, then 
«r(n)x>, rx)e£; 
(Lv2) If«x(r2)>, x)Gfl andreF, then 
«rx(n)>, rx)e£. 
Then X equipped with £ is said to be a weak sequential convergence vector space. 
Weak sequential convergence vector spaces over R are investigated, e.g., in 
[13], [14] and [11]. In particular, in [11] fine and coarse convergences are used to 
describe the relationship between various conditions concerning sequential 
convergence in vector spaces. 
We shall show that Q equipped with (5 and 9?, respectively, are .weak 
sequential convergence vector spaces over Q and hence do inherit the peculiar 
properties of© and 9?. Further, via a modification functor, these properties can 
be carried over to filter convergence vector spaces over Q. 
If we replace conditions (Lv 1) and (Lv2) by the following stronger one: 
(Lv) /f«r(n)>, r)e2R and((x(n)}, x)efl, then «r(rz)x(n)>, rx)e£; 
then we speak of sequential convergence vector spaces. 
For additional information on sequential and filter convergence vector 
spaces the reader is referred to [1], [7], [16] and [9], respectively. 
Proposition 8. Q equipped with (5 is a weak sequential convergence vector space 
over Q. It is complete and no two points of it can be separated by disjoint 
neighbourhoods. 
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Proof. Condition (Lv\) follows from 501 cz © and condition (Lit2) is an 
immediate consequence of Proposition 1. The rest follows from Proposition 3.1 
and Proposition 3.3 in [6]. 
The obvious proofs of the next two propositions are omitted. 
Proposition 9. Q equipped with © does not satisfy condition (Lv). 
Proposition 10. Q equipped with 9? is a sequential convergence vector space 
over Q no two points of which can be separated by disjoint neighbourhoods. 
Let X be a set. As shown in [2], to each sequential FUSH-convergence 2 
for X there corresponds the so-called coarse first countable filter modification 
y(2). It is the coarsest first countable filter convergence for X having the same 
convergent sequences as 2 (by a filter convergence here we understand a 
separated pseudotopology in the sense of [9] and first countable means that for 
each convergent filter there is a coarser filter having a countable base and 
converging to the same limit). If X is equipped with an algebraic structure 
(group, ring, vector structure over F) and if 2 is compatible with the algebraic 
structure of X, then y(2) is compatible with the algebraic structure of X, too (see 
also [3]). Further, if X is a group, then X equipped with a sequential group 
(FLUSH-) convergence 2 is complete iff its coarse first countable filter modifica-
tion, i.e., X equipped with y(2), is complete. Consequently (cf. Corollary 2), 
Q equipped with y($i) has no ring completion. Observe that y(W) is the usual 
topology for F. If we speak of a filter convergence vector space over Q, then the 
scalar field Q is equipped with /(5R). 
The considerations above yield the following proposition. 
Proposition 11. Q equipped with /(9?) is a filter convergence vector space (i.e. 
a separated pseudotopological vector space) no two points of which can be 
separated by disjoint neighbourhoods. 
In the same way as in Remark 3.4 in [6] it can be shown that the closure 
(adherence) operators for Q derived from © and 9?, respectively, (the same 
operators are derived from /(©) and 7(9t), respectively) are not idempotent. In 
fact, as recently proved by J. Ger l i t s , the sequential order of Q equipped 
with © is cou i.e., all countable iterations of the closure operator derived from 
© are distinct. The same holds for Q equipped with 9?. 
Let X be a vector space over an arbitrary scalar field F. Then X equipped with 
a group topology such that the multiplication by each scalar reR is a con-
tinuous self-mapping of Xis called a topological vector group (cf. [17]). Accor-
dingly, if X is equipped with a sequential group convergence 2 satisfying 
condition (Lv2), then Xis said to be a sequential vector group. In [10], several 
vector group topologies for R are investigated. It might be interesting to find out 
more about sequential vector group convergences and their relationship to 
vector group topologies. 
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ЭKЗOTИЧECKИE CXOДИMOCTИ PAЦИOHAЛЬHЫX ЧИCEЛ 
Poмaн Фpич 
P e з ю м e 
B paбoтe иccлeдyютcя paциoнaльныe чиcлa, cнaбжeнныe paзличными cтpyктypaми cxoди-
мocти бoлee гpyбыми, чeм мeтpичecкaя cxoдимocть. Пoкaзaнo, чтo cyщecтвyют cтpyктypы 
cxoдимocти, coвмecтимыe c aлгeбpaичecкими cтpyктypaми (гpyппa, кoльцo, вeктopнoe пpo-
cтpaнcтвo) тaк, чтo никaкиe двe тoчки нeoтдeлимы. 
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